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Following the improvement of the opening degress in economy ,the international 
economic policy coordination  becomes more and more necessary .And the 
development of international trade provides us a point to study the international policy 
coordination from the terms of trade .This paper contains two sides——theories and 
positive analysis ,to analyses the questions of price spillover effects and the terms of 
trade linkage ,and also discusses the necessity of monetary policy coordination on the 
base of this linkage. 
Except the introduce and the summary , the main content and structure is as 
follows: 
In chapter 1, we give a comprehensive description of the relationship between 
return and volume and introduce some relevant theory models ,  and briefly review 
the theoretical literature related to this paper ,and then interpret the framework of this 
paper and introduce the study purpose. 
In chapter 2, it’s the theoretical analysis about the price spillover effects and the 
terms of trade linkage in opening economic. For three parts: first ,discusses the direct 
spillover effect——the change of the exchange rate, then analyses the relationship 
between the terms of trade and the change of the exchange rate；second ,discusses the 
change of laborer supply and productivity；third, discusses the relationship between 
the relative price of capital——the interest rate and the terms of the intertemporal 
trade. And at last, simply discusses the other influential factors of the terms of trade. 
In chapter 3, we talk about the international coordination mechanism under the 
price spillover effects and the terms of trade linkage .After a brief description of the 
international economic coordination 、the international transmission mechanism and 
the monetary coordination ,we use a linear model to explain the action mechanism of 
the monetary policy coordination and the terms of trade ,then researches the 
relationship between money supply and the terms of trade from two sides :long-term 
and short-term. 
In chapter 4, it’s a positive analysis .Using linear regression models to explain 













wage and the money supply have changed ,how the terms of trade would be .These 
models proved the theories in this paper in some degress .According to these results, 
we bring forward same views on the relationship of the trade between China and 
USA  , and also offer some advices at last. 
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当 ηηηη DMDXSMSX > ，汇率贬值恶化了一国的贸易条件； 
当 ηηηη DMDXSMSX = ，汇率贬值对贸易条件不起影响； 
当 ηηηη DMDXSMSX < ，汇率贬值改善了一国的贸易条件 















































第一章  理论文献综述与研究思路 











众所周知，1971 年 3 月，布雷顿森林汇率管理体制崩溃之后，人们对通货
稳定的追求导致了美元从美国迅速流出，汇率开始剧烈变动，同时美国开始累积
巨额贸易赤字，这两项因素加速了美元的流出。许多较小经济的外汇储备因而迅
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